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Pure Canna Organics CBD to Launch New Mega Store in North East Mesa, 

Arizona 

24th July, 2019 - Arizona’s well-known local CBD Manufacturer and retailer Pure Canna 

Organics CBD is going to launch its new store in North East Mesa (Arizona). The 

company is now on way to expand its business due to the hefty demand from the 

customers. The new store will be a mega venture on which the company has worked 

handsomely to make it a massive launch. The customers will be facilitated and provided 

with every kind of support there. Since the store is famous for its vast quantity of 

products, the new store is being focused on showcasing massive quantity and almost 

everything related to its genre a customer can think of. The quality is not compromised 

at all with Pure Canna Organics, the same will be endowed with there in the new store 

in North East Mesa. 

Quality with affordable price is what is focused on always and with its new launch, more 

emphasis is going to be put on all CBD products.  

Free shipping on all orders above 30$ is offered and the same offering will be conferred 

to all customers in new store. The store and even the new store to be launched soon 

are equipped with CBD Products such as CBD Oil Drops, CBD Gummies, CBD Sleep 

Aids, CBD Coffee, CBD Topicals, CBD Pet Products, CBD Bath Bombs/Salts and to 

name a few. All of these products are highly economical as compared to market above 

all they carry quality, which is the slogan of the business and the pride of Pure Canna 

Organics CBD.  

In order to maintain the quality and standards, all of the products are manufactured 

locally in Arizona in small batches so that the higher qualitative items can be produced 

for the valuable customers. The products are passed through the lab before sending 

them into the stores and they are made with natural ingredients.  

Mega launch of the new store is in pipeline and efforts are being made to make it big. 

Pure Canna Organics CBD likes to leave no stone unturned to turn its new store into a 

gigantic success. Plan and visit to check out the higher quality products at much 

economical rates and let’s fasten the belts to wait for the new store launch in North East 

Mesa Arizona. 

 


